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Quarreling Over Opinions 
Romans 14:1-4 

 
Intro 
 
NPR article: Dude, I’m Done: When Politics Tears Families and Friendships Apart 
 
Jocelyn Kiley, associate director of research at the Pew Research Center, said political 
polarization is more intense now than at any point in modern history. Nearly 80% of 
Americans now have "just a few" or no friends at all across the aisle, according to Pew. And 
the animosity goes both ways. 
 
A little more listening to understand, a little less trying to convince, and a lot more 
intellectual humility would do everyone a world of good, said Tana Israel (psychology 
professor at the University of California)…"We're flattening people out in terms of our view 
of them," she said, "and we're not really seeing the full complexity of people on the other 
side." 
 
Here’s the deal - people are deeply complex and opinionated. Those we disagree with rarely fit 
neatly into black and white categories that we can label and put aside as those unworthy of our 
love and respect. And seeking to understand others with humility is essential in honoring others 
as fellow image bearers of God  
 
What’s odd is that so many of us whatever our political positions actually agree on the most 
important things. We want to be part of families that flourish, a desire for meaningful work, 
desire for security and happiness - but in this one area, politics, we alienate ourselves from 
those who disagree with our position by labeling them as “other” - Republicans = Nazi & 
Democrats = communist  
 
Church is not immune to this sort of thing, not only in politics but in any number of areas when 
it comes to our perceptions about how to be faithful to God. Entertainment, alcohol, Sabbath, 
education, parenting, responses to Covid-19 and so forth 
 
And we, oh we share what is most ultimate in common - our faith in the risen Christ of the cross 
and our participation in his church that he is building - that church of which the gates of hell will 
not prevail. That kingdom of our God in which we will live forever in righteousness and joy. 
Ultimate things I say.  
 
And yet, as we make our way through this fallen world and deal with the sin that still resides in 
us, we may well find ourselves distancing others because of our personal convictions on 
debatable matters and our text, relevant in every era, is crucial in our deeply polarized and 
divisive culture full of opinions and debatable positions. 
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The church - THIS church is full of complex people and many strong opinions  
 
Instruction on how to walk through disagreements in the church in the way that glorifies God 
and beautifies his church - three points  
 
 
I. Welcome the Weak 

 
A. Verse 1 - As for the one weak in faith - what does that mean? Weak in faith and strong 

in faith - it doesn’t mean that these people are barely Christians - he’s talking about 
faith in terms of how one lives in relation to their faith in Christ  
1. One person believe he may eat anything - strong in faith  
2. The weak in faith eats only vegetables - this is the final word on how to view 

vegetarians and also would put me in the strong in faith category as I eagerly and 
happily eat everything and especially as much meat as I can get my hands on 

B. Paul appears to be interacting with a conflict in the church in Rome - He appears to be 
addressing the difference between some Jewish converts and Gentile ones 
1. There would be some having come out of Judaism who were still clinging to some 

vestiges of the ceremonial law. Having grown up in Judaism and therefore 
accustomed to all manner of scrupulous rule keeping including kosher laws - now 
having come to Christ they feel a sensitivity when the pork chops come out at the 
monthly CG meal and the Gentile converts tuck in with gusto 

2. More generally speaking - these are folks who have an overly sensitive conscience - 
weak in faith because they have not yet grown into the liberation that the Gospel 
actually offers  
 

If we are trying to picture a weaker brother or sister, we must not envisage a vulnerable 
Christian easily overcome by temptation, but a sensitive Christian full of indecision and 
scruples. What the weak lack is not strength of self-control but liberty of conscience. (John 
Stott) 
 

C. That there are Christians who lack liberty of conscience is not a phenomenon relegated 
to this church in Rome a couple thousand years ago - Nowadays it may just well be a 
conviction about buying fair-trade coffee, or avoiding movies, or music choices or yes 
even vegetarianism  
 

Illustration: Christian Vegetarian association - advocating a plant-based diet reflects Christ's 
love, compassion, and concern for all the weak and vulnerable individuals 
 

1. Now one may have this as a personal conviction - all well and good - I say it is 
important to have personal convictions - but there is no clear command in Scripture 
that one must be a vegetarian  
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Illustration: EXPERIENCE WITH THIS SORT OF THING - The Wall - A fine collection of rare CDs 
Donating all my CDs to Salvation Army - zeal without knowledge - sure like to have some of 
them back though Spotify is a gift 
 

D. The inspired apostle exhorts the strong - those who live in the liberation of the Gospel 
to welcome the weak - those who lack liberty of conscience - welcome him, Paul says - 
but not to quarrel over opinions - he wisely understands that there always some who 
love nothing more than to mix it up with a good argument when they feel in the right 
and others are ignorant. Facebook appears to bring out the worst kind of this sort of 
thing  
1. Weak in faith - not condemned by God - the weak can grow stronger! 

E. Application 
1. There are many clear commands and much clear instruction in Scripture for our us 

to build our lives on - but there are also many things that God leaves to personal 
conviction that are not spoken to specifically in Scripture when it comes to the many 
choices we make in life - wisdom categories - HERES WHAT HE DOES CLEARLY 
COMMAND he does clearly command that we welcome others who share our faith - 
with different convictions into fellowship and integrate our lives with them in the 
church - that’s what it means to welcome them - not just say hello  

2. We are called to have open hearts to those who differ on debatable issues - and 
while any meaningful relationship has discussion about these kinds of thing - we 
refuse any impulse to quarrel over opinions. Sadly, this season has provoked 
quarrelsome attitudes the like of which I am not accustomed too 
 

[31] Let all bitterness and wrath and anger and clamor and slander be put away from you, 
along with all malice. [32] Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as 
God in Christ forgave you. (Ephesians 4:31-32) 
 
Welcome the Weak  
 
II. Treat Others with Humility   

 
A. Verse 3 Paul identifies the sinful impulses that are common in disagreement on either 

side 
1. The strong in faith may despise the weak in faith 

a) Treat them with contempt or mockery - that’s dumb 
 

We may imagine the scene at the church picnic. The strong had leant on the catering 
committee to make bacon sandwiches the main course (to who how wonderfully free we are 
in Christ!) A strong Christian comes up to a weak one, bacon sandwich dripping from his 
mouth, leans over so that the smell of the bacon goes right up the weak nostrils and says 
(mouth full of bacon), how wonderful that Christ has made all foods clean! Why don’t you 
have a bite? It’s delicious. Go on, don’t be a legalistic spoilsport. And when the weak friend 
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politely declines, the strong calls out to his friends, Look at the legalist! It was not a scene 
likely to promote harmony in the church. (Christopher Ash)  
 

b) If you perceive that you may be in the presence of someone weak in faith, I 
would encourage you to refrain from calling them things like weakling or weak 
sauce  

2. The weak in faith may be tempted to pass judgment on the strong - to condemn 
them  
a) This is how to be faithful to God - you will be judged by God in your 

disobedience  
3. These are tendencies in debatable matters  

B. Let me think with you for a moment on what this means - aren’t there non-negotiable 
in the faithful Christian life - because of the Gospel we are free to do whatever we like? 
Surely it is right to live with conviction - Make a distinction between what is essential 
and non-negotiable and what is debatable opinion or an issue of personal conscience  

C. Essential - non-negotiable - matters of first importance  
 

[3] For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also received: that Christ died for our 
sins in accordance with the Scriptures, [4] that he was buried, that he was raised on the third 
day in accordance with the Scriptures, (1 Corinthians 15:3-4) 
 

1. The truth of the Gospel - Christ’s atoning death to save us from wrath - his actual 
bodily resurrection - if he has not been raised, we are still in our sins  

2. The sanctity of life - humans honored as God’s creation and image-bearers - 
protecting the vulnerable - the most vulnerable - the unborn  

3. The sanctity of marriage between a man and a woman  
4. Every other doctrine and command that we clearly find in Scripture given for our life 

and practice  
D. Secondary issues - important but sincere Christians who take the Bible seriously may 

differ  
 

Illustration: Members who differ on reformed theology, women pastors, the practice of 
spiritual gifts - humility - engaged in the fellowship 
 

E. Other issues - not essential though we may well have convictions about these things 
1. Trick or treating, Movies, alcohol consumption, parenting strategies, medical 

choices - vaccines, dietary choices, education choices, even politics  
F. Paul does not forbid one from having personal convictions about debatable matters and 

he would never tell someone to go against their conscience in matters like these but he 
does forbid an arrogance or condescension toward those who we might deem overly 
conservative and he forbids binding the conscience of others to our personal 
convictions about debatable matters - IOW he is exhorting us to humility in our 
disagreements  
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1. Maybe you have experienced this sort of thing - someone giving you a hard time 
because of certain choices - making you feel condemned concerning a debatable 
issue - I know I have  

2. In matters of first importance we do not budge - not as many hills to die on as we 
might assume in our disagreement, we welcome v. 3 for God has welcomed him - 
and do we know better than God?  

 
How dare we reject a person whom God has accepted? Indeed, the best way to determine 
what our attitude to other people should be is to determine what God’s attitude to them is. 
This principle is better even than the golden rule [to treat others as we would treat 
ourselves]. It is safe to treat others as we would like them to treat us, but it is safer still to 
treat them as God does. (John Stott) 
 

G. Application  
1. There is something godly and lovely in a church full of complex and opinionated 

people who live in humility and harmony with one another  
2. Rom. 15:7 - Welcome one another as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God- 

to the extent that we know the welcome of God in Christ - through the Gospel - just 
so will we open our hearts and lives to others even when we deeply disagree on 
some things - HAS NOT GOD DONE EXACTLY THAT?! HE HAS TAKEN THE WEAK FOR 
HIS OWN - GRACE! 
a) Get more deeply into our conscience next week  
b) In disagreement about debatable issues - Welcome the Weak, Treat Each Other 

With Humility…  
 

III. Commit Them to the Lord 
 
A. Verse 4 - a rebuke - who are you to pass judgment on the servant of another? It is 

before his own master that he stands or falls 
1. IOW when we pass judgment - condemn others on debatable issues - we must 

understand that we are condemning one who belongs to the Lord - sobering effect  
B. We are not the master of others convictions - God is  

1. On disputed or secondary matters - while we may disagree - we understand that 
this a brother or sister in Christ - they belong to the Lord - they answer to him not to 
you! 
 

There is only one lawgiver and judge, he who is able to save and to destroy. But who are you 
to judge your neighbor? (James 4:12) 
 

C. Fosters humility but is also liberating - God will sort it all out - it’s not my job to police 
others preferences - we are free to love and welcome them instead.  

D. Note this is specifically a call to the weak who in v. 3 are commanded to refrain from 
passing judgment 
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1. We might add that the strong are called to bear with the weak - 1 Cor. 9:22 to the 
weak I became like the weak in order to win them - we may set aside our freedom if 
necessary, to keep a brother or sister from stumbling  

2. 1 Corinthians 8 - offending those with a weak conscience  
 

[8] Food will not commend us to God. We are no worse off if we do not eat, and no better off 
if we do. [9] But take care that this right of yours does not somehow become a stumbling 
block to the weak. (1 Corinthians 8:8-9) 
 
Illustration: Ironically those in the “weak in faith” category often consider themselves the 
strong! 
 
Now this passage is often abused in some conservative circles. So, it’s less so today than 30 
years ago, but today still in some circles, “I don’t think you should drink any alcohol and if you 
do, you will be offending me. So, I Corinthians 8 says you mustn’t do it because you would be 
offending me.” Now most of the people who have said things like that to me really don’t have 
weak consciences. They’re control freaks. They’re legalists in the worst possible sense. And so 
I inevitably say in that case, “Do you think that no Christian can drink? That a person who 
drinks is not a Christian or can’t be a Christian? Do you think it’s essential to be a teetotaler to 
be a Christian?” And if they say, “Yes.” I say, “Pass the Port!” And I’m not being a smart aleck. 
Because the Word of God will not allow anyone or anything to jeopardize the exclusive 
sufficiency of Jesus. It’s not Jesus plus being a teetotaler. Now, in fact, in this country I 
wander around as a teetotaler. When I go to France, I’m not promising anything, but in this 
country I’m a teetotaler, unless somebody tells me I must not drink or I cannot be a Christian 
and then I will gladly have some Beaujolais. You cannot jeopardize the exclusive sufficiency of 
Jesus. (D.A. Carson) 
 

E. We rightly have various personal convictions and matters of conscience but we must 
never, even subtly add to the Gospel - Jesus AND  
1. Those who distort the Gospel by adding to the Gospel receive the harshest kind of 

rebuke - read Galatians - let him be accursed  
F. He ends v. 4 with a note of grace - he will be upheld for the Lord is able to make him 

stand  
1. How kind, how good of God - he is the one who holds us up! 

G. Application  
1. Let’s not make the mistake of declaring that others are displeasing to the Lord when 

in actuality they are simply displeasing to us. Presumption. Who are you dude?  
2. Not your responsibility to make others fit into the lifestyle and practice that you 

have personal conditions about - must not take on the mantle of lordship over the 
lives of others - to condemn one who is welcomed and sustained by God himself  

3. We may disagree but we commit them to the Lord - he is their Master and ours - he 
will sort it out  
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Close  
 
We have disagreement - there are a variety of convictions - we are united in the Gospel of the 
Lord Jesus Christ  
In our disagreements, we welcome one another, we treat each other with humility, we commit 
each other to the care of God  
This is the way - this is the radically countercultural way that we glorify God in this fallen world 
and in our own weakness and sin as we make our way together to the fullness of the kingdom 
of our God in the return of Christ.  
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